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Projectile Motion 
Purpose:
The purpose of this worksheet is to illustrate how to convert the velocity vector from magnitude-
angle to component form on the launch conditions for a projectile and from components to 
magnitude on the final velocities. You will also verify that the horizontal motion follows the x = voxt 
equation to find the range of the motion.

Introduction: Projectile Motion Neglecting Air Friction
The motion of a projectile shot from a height with an initial velocity (speed and angle) is normally 
described by two sets of equations. One set for the x motion and another set for the y motion. The x 
motion is one of constant speed and the final horizontal distance traveled (range) for the projectile is 
simply the x component of the velocity multiplied by the flight time. The y motion problem is one of an 
object “falling” under the influence of gravity. That is, an object accelerating downward with a constant 
acceleration of g = 9.8 m/s2. Since the initial conditions of a projectile problem are normally given 
as a velocity value (speed) and angle of launch (θ), it is necessary to calculate the x and y 
components (speeds in those directions) before the problem can be solved analytically. 

The simulation and procedures described below provide practice in solving common projectile motion 
problems.

Procedure and Simulation:
The simulation used is provided by Walter Fendt. The URL is 
http://www.walter-fendt.de/ph14e/projectile.htm. The program may be 
run from the web or your instructor may have it available on the 
desktop of your computer. You can type in the initial conditions of 
the simulation and observe the motion. You should initially select to 
display the velocity information by clicking the velocity bubble in the 
green area. 

In this exercise, you provide the initial height, velocity, and launch angle in the boxes on the right. The 
program then displays the x and y velocity components, total velocity, and the time near the top of the 
screen. The simulation is run by clicking the start button. You will notice that the x velocity component 
is constant, but the y values change as the motion evolves. After the simulation has run, clicking the 
position bubble will display the maximum height and the range of the projectile. The procedure below 
calls for you to perform various calculations and check your answers with the simulation results. 

Equations used in calculations:

Initial Conditions – vo and θ – you calculate The program provides t – you calculate

1. vox = vo cos( θ ) 3. x = vox t  this is the Range

2. voy = vo sin( θ ) 4. vfy = voy - g t - final y velocity component 

vfx  is the same as the initial x velocity 5. v2
f = v2

fx  +  v2
fy  final impact velocity 
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Procedure: For each trial provide the following on the Lab Report Sheet.

1. Find the component velocities: 
• For each trial, take the launch speed and angle and compute the initial launch velocity 

components vox and voy from equations 1 and 2 in the table. This is a vector conversion from 
magnitude and angle to velocity components. Record these values in the box provided.

2. Calculate the range: 
• Use equation 3 to calculate the range from the x velocity component and the time of flight. 

3. Calculate the resultant impact velocity:
• Calculate the final y velocity component using equation 4 and use equation 5 to find the total 

impact velocity.

4. Verify that the calculated range and final velocity magnitudes compare favorably with the 
simulation. 
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